Clark motor wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of clark forklift wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
simplified standard pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It reveals the elements of the
circuit as streamlined forms, as well as the power and also signal links between the gadgets. A
wiring diagram normally offers info regarding the loved one placement as well as setup of
devices and also terminals on the devices, to help in structure or servicing the gadget. A
pictorial representation would reveal a lot more information of the physical look, whereas a
wiring diagram makes use of a more symbolic notation to stress interconnections over physical
look. A wiring diagram is commonly made use of to fix problems as well as to make certain that
all the links have actually been made and that whatever is present. Variety of clark forklift wiring
diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on
the image. A wiring diagram is a kind of schematic which makes use of abstract pictorial
symbols to reveal all the affiliations of parts in a system. Electrical wiring representations are
made up of two points: symbols that stand for the parts in the circuit, as well as lines that stand
for the links in between them. Circuitry diagrams mostly reveals the physical placement of
components as well as connections in the developed circuit, but not necessarily in reasoning
order. To review a wiring diagram, first you need to recognize just what basic aspects are
consisted of in a wiring diagram, as well as which pictorial symbols are used to represent them.
The usual components in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, cable and connection,
outcome gadgets, buttons, resistors, reasoning entrance, lights, and so on. A line stands for a
wire. Wires are utilized to link the parts together. There must be a tale on the wiring diagram to
inform you just what each shade suggests. Normally circuits with even more than two
components have 2 standard kinds of connections: collection as well as parallel. A collection
circuit is a circuit in which elements are attached along a solitary path, so the present flows
through one component to get to the next one. In a collection circuit, voltages accumulate for all
components attached in the circuit, as well as currents coincide via all elements. In a parallel
circuit, each gadget is directly attached to the source of power, so each tool obtains the very
same voltage. The present in a parallel circuit moves along each identical branch as well as
re-combines when the branches fulfill again. A good wiring diagram has to be technically
appropriate as well as clear to review. Take treatment of every detail. The representation needs
to show the correct direction of the positive and also negative terminals of each component.
Utilize the right signs. Learn the definitions of the basic circuit signs and also pick the
appropriate ones to make use of. Draw connecting cables as straight lines. Use a dot to show
line junction, or usage line jumps to show cross lines that are not linked. Label elements such
as resistors and also capacitors with their values. Make sure the text placement looks tidy. Free
Wiring Diagram. Collection of clark forklift ignition switch wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
simplified standard pictorial depiction of an electrical circuit. It reveals the parts of the circuit as
streamlined shapes, and also the power as well as signal links between the devices. A wiring
diagram typically gives information about the relative position and also plan of gadgets as well
as terminals on the tools, to assist in structure or servicing the tool. A photographic
representation would reveal more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram
uses an extra symbolic symbols to stress affiliations over physical appearance. A wiring
diagram is typically utilized to troubleshoot troubles as well as making certain that all the links
have been made and that whatever exists. Assortment of clark forklift ignition switch wiring
diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on
the image. A wiring diagram is a type of schematic which makes use of abstract pictorial
symbols to reveal all the interconnections of elements in a system. Electrical wiring layouts are
made up of two points: signs that stand for the components in the circuit, and lines that
represent the connections in between them. Wiring layouts mainly shows the physical setting of
components and links in the built circuit, however not necessarily in reasoning order. To review
a wiring diagram, first you need to understand just what essential elements are included in a
wiring diagram, and also which pictorial symbols are used to represent them. The common
aspects in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, wire and also connection, output
gadgets, buttons, resistors, logic entrance, lights, etc. A line stands for a cord. Cables are made
use of to link the elements with each other. There need to be a legend on the wiring diagram to
inform you what each color indicates. Usually circuits with greater than two elements have two
basic sorts of connections: series as well as parallel. A collection circuit is a circuit where
components are linked along a single course, so the existing circulations via one part to obtain
to the next one. In a series circuit, voltages build up for all parts attached in the circuit, and
currents coincide through all parts. In a parallel circuit, each gadget is straight linked to the
source of power, so each device gets the exact same voltage. The present in a parallel circuit
streams along each identical branch and re-combines when the branches satisfy once more. A
great wiring diagram has to be practically proper as well as clear to read. Take care of every

detail. The layout needs to reveal the correct instructions of the positive and adverse terminals
of each part. Make use of the best icons. Find out the significances of the fundamental circuit
symbols and pick the correct ones to make use of. Some of the signs have truly close look. You
need to be able to discriminate before using them. Attract linking cables as straight lines. Utilize
a dot to show line junction, or usage line jumps to indicate cross lines that are not linked. Label
elements such as resistors and capacitors with their worths. Make certain the text placement
looks clean. Clark , which was founded in , began its history as a manufacturer of spare parts
for automobiles. This continued until , when the company invented the world's first industrial
loader, thereby setting the standard for a modern prototype. Since then, for more than 80 years,
the company has been a technological trendsetter in the global industry of lifting and transport
equipment. In , the company designed the first tractor tractor in Buchanan, Michigan. A year
after the debut, eight saw the lightl. By the way, in the same year the first Tructractor was sent
to France. Thus, the beginning of the export was laid. Using the success of its predecessor, a
year later, a new model Trucklift was released. After 2 years, the Duat was introduced to the
market: a three-wheeler capable of lifting a kg load. In addition, Tructractor and Trucklift models
are now being produced at the company's new plant in Battle Creek, Michigan. In , a new model
was introduced: the Clark towing vehicle, capable of withstanding a weight of up to 1, kg. It
became a replacement for the Duat, which could carry only kg. By the way, a year later the
market was supplemented by a new towing tractor Clark. It was used to tow planes and trailers.
The year was marked by the development of Utilitruc , a new high-performance, high-reliability
forklift truck that was used in the engineering industry. Despite the war, in , the new models
Electric Clipper , Carloader and Utilitrus were released, and in - the first forklift on the
pneumatic course Planeloader. In the first post-war year, the Yardlift 40 was released. It became
the first of a line of loaders with pneumatic tires. It could be used both in open areas and
indoors. It is an electromagnetic transmission device between an internal combustion engine
and a transmission. It replaced the dry clutch that was previously used in the design of forklifts.
By , the Hydrolift and Electrolift forklift trucks entered the market for the first time. Released
later under the name Powrworker , the Electrolift loaders were electric battery-powered loaders.
It produced models with both pneumatic tires and tires with rubberized rims, as well as models
operating on either gasoline or electricity. After 8 years, Clark was recognized as the first
manufacturer of loaders, which produces absolutely all of its models with a closed cab and
driver's seat back. Also, the production of loaders was organized at a plant in Canada. She
became the first electric three-wheel loader in the United States. This easy-to-operate loader
became immediately in demand in many areas: when working in warehouses, transporting
goods, etc. A new development was the release in of the C line - electric and gasoline trucks
with tires of any kind. Two years later, the plant in Georgetown, Kentucky, began the production
of strong, narrow-passage electric lift trucks. They became a four-wheel forklift C with an
internal combustion engine. It was donated to West Michigan University in , where it is still in
operation. Two years later, the company launched a program to improve work safety. A patent
for this innovation was received by all manufacturers of forklift trucks absolutely free of charge.
The concept of this model range was that the buyer himself could choose which engine,
transmission and other details he wanted. The year became important for the company, since
Clark was the first manufacturing company to offer, at the request of the buyer, the installation
of an engine running on natural gas. This saved money and reduced harmful emissions. Clark
OSX Brochure. Adobe Acrobat Document Adobe Acrobat Document 2. Adobe Acrobat
Document 5. Clark EPX16 Brochure. Clark C15 C20 Operator Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document
4. Clark Forklift Trucks History. In , the market saw a four-wheel model range. This is not an
automated service. Each Diagram that is requested has to be hand selected and sent. As this is
a free service it receives an overwhelming amount of requests and may take up to a week or
longer for a response. Just submit a request for the wiring diagram you want ex. We will provide
you with the basic free wiring diagrams in an email that can be viewed, saved or printed for
future use. Automotive basic wiring diagrams are available free for domestic and Asian
vehicles. Some European wiring diagrams are available also. Once you get your Free Wiring
Diagrams, then what do you do with it. You still need to fix the problem that led you here in the
first place right? There are many different ways to look at fixing an electrical problem but we will
stick with the easiest way. First , find the problem area on the wiring diagram. Highlight the
individual circuit using a different color for positive and negative. Trace the wiring till you can
see where a short may have taken place. Eliminate each portion of the diagram in sections until
you find the short in the wiring. This makes knowing where to check connections easy with an
automotive wiring diagram. Free Auto Repair Manuals. Free vehicle specific wiring diagrams
available upon request. Please search first. Wiring Diagrams This is not an automated service.
Please be specific on what area of the vehicle you need a free wiring diagram for. Some of the

images are in ". This will insure the ability to read the free wiring diagrams with ease. Adobe
Acrobat Reader is available as a free download at Adobe. To Submit a request for basic free
wiring diagrams Here. This is the same information that the dealers use. How to read wiring
diagrams Use the two different diagrams below to help you understand what you are looking at.
There are many different symbols on wiring diagrams and can be difficult to figure out what
they each represent if you have not seen them before. The sample wiring diagram to your above
will help you be able to read and understand the description locations on each wiring diagram.
Each part is labeled on the sample wiring diagram to make it easier to read. How to read and
interpret wiring diagrams:. So, how to read car wiring diagrams? A car wiring diagram is a map.
To read it, identify the circuit in question and starting at its power source, follow it to ground.
Use the legend to understand what each symbol on the circuit means. A wiring circuit is so
called because the wiring must make a complete circle, any break in this circle, causes a fault.
Power leaves the positive side of the car battery through the power cables and is always
actively looking for the shortest possible return path to the negative side of the car battery.
Power is battery voltage and in any circuit the path to the load from battery positive may be
described as the power side of the circuit. As you know, voltage loves to travel through any
metal, and not just the metal within wires. The return path after the load is known as the ground
side of a circuit. The function of a relay is to control a high amp circuit like a starter motor or
head lights using a low amp switch circuit. Running high amps through a small switch would
cause the switch to burn out and fail, possibly starting a fire. Relays are common in circuits and
also housed within control units. A relay is a electromagnetic switch, it has two separate
circuits, a Control circuit and a Load circuit. This causes the coil of the relay to become
magnetic, which pulls the movable armature within the relay, closed. When closed open in the
above diagram , it allows power travel from the battery to the light. Through the 30 and 87 pins.
When the switch is turned off, battery disconnected the coil is no longer magnetic and the
spring loaded movable armature returns to open default position. Cheap volt meters are OK for
finding power and grounds, but modern vehicles will require accurate resistance readings to
correctly diagnose a faulty circuit or component. An incorrect meter reading can cause a ton of
trouble. The starter circuit relay in the pic above operates in an identical fashion. By turning the
ignition switch to start, voltage flows through pin 86 and grounds at This magnetizes the coil
which in turn causes the armature pin 30 to 87 to close completing the load side circuit, and the
engine cranks. Modern cars as you know are packed with control modules. Pre-computer
classic cars have a simple wiring circuit â€” for example, pressing a switch sends power
through a wire, to a window motor and the window moves. Modern cars handle it a little
differently â€” pressing a switch, sends a signal through a wire to a control unit computer ,
which in turn sends power to the window motor. The control unit or controller will only send
power to the window motor if certain pre-programmed conditions are met. Of course the
window may not move for other reasons, the control unit may be faulty, or software needs to be
updated or re-flashed, motor faulty etc. So why did they go and make things more complicated
and expensive to fix? Well, control units do offer significant advantages, some of which
include:. All control units are connected to each other via a twin twisted pair of wires, the
communication system is know as CAN controller area network. It will typically show a set of
symbols and a brief description. Tip : Some diagrams are easier to understand than others, but
having the wrong wiring diagram can catch out even the pros. To avoid frustration, be sure that
your wiring diagram is correct for your vehicle. Wiring diagrams were traditionally printed in
book form, diagrams are big as you know, to fit them all on one page would make them
unreadable. The solution â€” a number at the end of each circuit indicated the page on which
the rest of the circuit diagram was continued. Other solutions include showing just one systems
wiring circuit to a page, for example, just showing the wiring diagram for the headlights. This
works pretty well and was carried over to the digital age. Digital wiring diagrams are a lot more
efficient and easier to use, so if possible, always opt for digital schematics. The diagram below
is a basic car light circuit, at first sight it might look complicated, but as you understand the
flow, it will become clear. Remember, battery power voltage at the top of the page is trying to
get to the ground supply at the bottom of the diagram. Starting at the top of the included
diagram, you can see power flows in two paths, 1 down to the light relay left and 2 to the central
electronic unit CEM which is a control unit. The CEM module offers a ground at X when ignition
is on. This as you know magnetizes the integrated relay coil and causes the armature to close.
The closed armature in turn offers a path for power to flow onwards to the switch. Hitting the
light switch now, allows voltage flow through the light switch relay coil and grounds through
the CEM integrated ground path. The light relay coil is as you know, now magnetized and so it
pulls the armature of the relay closed allowing power flow from path 1 all the way through to
ground at the bottom of the diagram, powering the lights as it does so. The circuit is now

complete. How to check fuel pump fuse. To see the wiring diagrams and special tools I use
check out the Auto electrical repair tools page. A diagram is a detailed map of a system and a
schematic is a more simplified representation. John Cunningham is an Automotive Technician
and writer on Rustyautos. I've been a mechanic for over twenty years, I use my knowledge and
experience to write articles that help fellow gear-heads with all aspects of classic car
ownership, from tires to roof aerials and everything in between. Working on a Duramax is not
for the faint hearted, but you already know that. Most days I love them, but some daysâ€¦ A
misfiring engine is the most common engine complaint and the coil is always the number one
suspect. But finding the coil can sometimes cause some head scratching. Ignition coils are
commonly Continue Reading. Adjustable ESC start voltage allows you to adjust lowest speed
for different track motor. Maximum of 5 channel of sound track, main gun, machine gun, turret
rotate, gun barrel elevation and engine sound can be generated at the same time. Wide
operating voltage rage, from 7. Support air-soft gun with sound synchronization. Support
RealRecoil servo port. Safety shutoff prevents unwanted movement while signal lost. Miniature
design 92mm X V2 Smoker driver. Remote Volume Control. Adjustable engine running state
threshold. Adjustable Low Battery threshold. Product Identification System. Carefree reversing:
Unlike some other control board , there is no need f or TK series board to delay before being
commanded to reverse , can go from full forward immediately to full reverse or vice versa. TK80,
TK80S. EPM No. Remote Volume Control audio volume can be controlled by radio transmitter,
only available on S. BUS version. External audio input allows you to feed audio signal from
other source for 2nd speaker port CN5A. Adjustable Low Battery threshold cut off ESC output
when battery voltage is lower than threshold, and threshold can be adjusted according to type
and cells. When GBS is turned on, it detect s the tank movement and compensate gun rotation
and elevation to stabilize the gun automatically. When GBS is turned on, operator can still
change gun elevation and direction under GBS compensation, Click the following link for more
details. Remote Control System. BUS 2. Engine Sound Simulation. Momentum Effect. Heading H old. Horizontal Gun. Barrel Stabilizer. Hardware Variants. Released A1 A track motor current
Per-Order. Software Revisions. Released V2 CH S. BUS control scheme,. Boot loader Revisions.
Boot Loader is a application, executed in TK board, to handles software update, sound pack
programming and setting data update. Part Number. Control Scheme. The following Control
Scheme are based on:. VrA and VrB on i6s transmitter must be self-centering type. BUS control
mode :. Receiver to TK80 board connection. CH3 Stick. Assign VrB to CH Connection diagram.
Click to download full size image. Connector and pin assignments. CH1 control signal. CH2
control signal. CH4 control signal. Battery Power. Battery - CN2 Infrared Port 1. Strobe Trigger.
Battery -. Battery - 1 outside pin of VR. Speaker -. CN5 A Speaker 2 1. Motor Left. When or Motor
is used for track driving, use this pad to connect motor CN7. Head Light LED-. Smoke Unit Fan -.
Battery - Black Wire. Port 1. J8 Engine Deck Level Switch. When connect to a motor:. Motor When connect to a LED: 1. LED -. BUS mode. Signal White Wire CH4. MG1 LED-. BUS Port 1.
Signal White Wire 4. TK80X Ch S. ESC port 1. Signal White Wire CN1. Gun Elevation Servo. Gun
Swing Servo Port. Install Guide. Remove control board from HL tank. Plug volume control unit
to CN4. Plug 8-P upper hull functions cable to CN9,. P lug smoker unit and switch to CN10 and
CN11,. Optional separate smoker heater wire from smoker unit and connect to CN Optional plug
IR to J1. Optional plug recoil servo to J 2. Optional plug elevation servo to J4. Optional plug gun
swing servo servo to J5. Optional plug rotate light unit to L1, L2 and L3 connector. HL tank
already have power switch on battery cable path, so additional switch is not required, to use a
jumper to short pins in SW Cable port or connect a switch cable and keep it switched on. TK80
board has 3. Set trimmers on transmitter to center position,. Switch on TK80 board and
transmitter,. Send different commands see control mode diagram to test each function, if board
not functions accordingly, adjust trimmer on transmitter. BUS Setup. Receiver and control
board:. Plug connector with S. BUS label on it into S. BUS port on receiver. Connect servo to
CH9 or CH10 port on receiver and to see if servo arm is in center position when VrA or VrB is
released, if not, contact transmitter vendor. Before V5. T he picture below is original wiring in
HL tank:. Modify it as the following :. Disconnect red wire between safety switch and gun barrel
elevation unit. Change original 3P connector to 4P type, add additional wire from safety switch
to 4P connector,. Air S oft unit is now controlled by red-black pair, gun barrel unit is controlled
by red-white pair. Here is a video of airsoft setup for Taigen Tank. H L Tail Light Correction. Tail
Light in HL tank is wire to MG light, so the Tail Light flashes when MG firing, this is very funny
to us, to correct this problem and make tail light to be controlled with Headlight, please refer to
the picture below and rewire it. Remove 2 pin plug from PCB, twist angled pins to opposite
side,. Connect a Ohm resistor between 2-P connector pin and CN9. Original wiring diagram.
Corrected wiring diagram. B attle unit installation. Recoil U nit Installation. HL recoil unit
installation:. Latest released HL recoil unit already has detection switch on it. Asiatam recoil

unit installation:. Solder color wire red wire in this example to long pin of white LED, black wire to short pin,. Plug cable into J3. Rotating Light Installation. Left and Right Blinker. IR battle
emitter Installation. Plug cable into J1. Proportional Smoker driver and Heater pre-heating. Tank
Personalization Patent Pending. Steps to change settings:. Type of Tank Reload Time. Recovery
Time. Medium Tank 5 sec. Light Tank 3 sec. HL Tank 3 sec. Note 15 sec. Function tables :.
Available Settings Indicator. I f you don't do this saving the board remembers the last settings.
Switch back on and away you go. CH1 controls rudder, CH2 controls throttle. CH1 controls
rudder, CH2 controls throttle ,. Proportional steering and sharp turn are supported. Mixer Mode
4 4 Half-Track mode. Support proportional steering only. Mixer Mode 4 4 Tank mode 2. Mixer
Mode 5 5 Half-Track mode 1. Mixer Mode 6 6 Half-Track mode 2. Speed reduction in damaged
state : press " 3" key on IR Configuration Remote to select. Armor type : press number key "9"
on IR Configuration Remote to select. Primary weapon reload time: press number key "4" on IR
Configuration Remote to select. Function Page 2. Tank Running Start threshold : press " 7 " key
on IR configuration remote to select. When input throttle is larger than this setting, engine
sound simulation leave idle state, enter running state. Low Battery threshold : press " 0 " key on
IR configuration remote to select, when detected battery voltage lower than setting, ESC output
will be reduced. Li-Po 2S 7. Ni-Cd 8S 8. Ni-Mh 6S 7. Switch back on and you go. Software
Version : press "? Version number Indicator. TK80 series Tank Controller. Support S. BUS
interface. Sound Programmable. Support dual-axial Gun Stabilizer. Challenger 2 ver. Refer to TK
Sound Pack webpage for more information. PWM port. EPM1, Elevation. EPM2, T urret rotation.
User Sound Programmability. Remote Volume Control Channel. User Tank Personalization
Programmability. HL IR battle Compatible. Damage Simulation on track. Damage Simulation on
turret rotation and gun elevation. Maximum sound track. Sound set for specific tank model.
Audio Amplifier. Track driver Current. Turret Rotation Speed Control. Gun Elevation Speed
Control. Gun Elevation Servo Port. YES, Dedicated. YES MG2. AirSoft with Sound
Synchronization support. HL Recoil unit support. RealRecoil Port. Smoker Pre-heating.
Proportional Smoker driver. Tank Personalization. LED gun flash Port. Vertical Gun Barrel
Stabilizer. Auto Load Position. Engine Deck Level Detection. Preload software. BUS control
mode. Kit contained. Price USD. Release Schedule. Refer to external ESC. July Jun April
Standard Specification, 60A track current. Software Package Name. V2 CH S. V3 CH S. V2G2 CH
S. RC tank gamming system. TK Programmer. For software, sound, Tank Personalization data
programming. IR Configuration Remote. For Tank Personalization function. IR Configuration
Line. High Power IR battle emitter kit. HL Cable Set. HL Power Cable. One end to TK20, another
end to battery, one switch in the middle. GBS Unit. No connection. J7, by receiver cable. Bus
SENS. BUS Channel assignment. CH1 Stick. Tank move forward and backward. CH2 Stick.
Cannon elevation. Turret rotation. CH4 Stick. Left Blinker. Right Blinker. Assign SwA to CH5.
Assign SwB to CH6. Assign VrA to CH9. Channel assignment. Maximum current of track ESC.
Maximum current of turret and cannon elevation ESC. Maximum current of Smoker Driver.
Maximum supply voltage. Minimum supply voltage. On-board audio amplifier. Switch Cable
Port. CH3 control signal. CH 5 control signal. CH6 control signal. CH7 control signal. CH8
control signal. Infrared Port. Gun Flash Port. Strobe Trigger 3. Battery - 4. Sound Volume
Control. Battery - 1 outside pin of VR 3. Speaker 1. Speaker - 2. CN5 A. Speaker 2. Motor Left
Additional Pad. When or Motor is used for track driving, use this pad to connect motor. Motor
Right. Motor Right Additional Pad. Head Light LED- 3. Switch 2. CN1 2. CN1 3. SPK2 IN. Signal 2.
IR Battle Emitter Port. To work with IR battle emitter IR 1. IR LED -. RealRecoil Servo Port.
Battery - Black Wire 2. Signal White Wire. Programming and GBS unit Port. RC tank gamming
system interface 1. Engine Deck Level Switch. Controlled SW. Audio AMP Status. Right Blinker
Modern Tank. Left Blinker Modern Tank. Sound Volume. Volume Signal Input 1 outside pin of
VR. MG1 LED- 2. BUS Port. Cannon Flash Port. When connect to a motor: 1. MG2 LED. Turret
Rotation Ext. ESC port. Type of Tank. Hit taken. Damaged State. Badly Damaged State.
Destroyed State. Medium Tank. Light Tank. HL Tank. Reload Time. Invulnerability time. Available
Settings. Indicator flashes times. Indicator flashes when setting is saved. To restore factory
default value in case of setting data is messed up. Mixer Mode 1. Tank mode 1 CH1 controls
rudder, CH2 controls throttle. Right Track. Pivot Turn. Sharp Turn. Proportional Steering. Mixer
Mode 2. Mixer Mode 3. Mixer Mode 4. Mixer Mode 5. Mixer Mode 6. Mixer Mode 7. Mixer Mode 8.
NA, Do not select this mode. Asiatam Recoil Mode. Heavy Armored Ve hicle. Medium Armored
Ve hicle. Light Armored Ve hicle. HL tank. Sm
300 chrysler 2004
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2000 pontiac grand prix fuel pump resistor location
all 1 to Large 16 movement. No mobility damage simulation, Speed is not reduced when Tank is

in damaged state. No mobility damage simulation, Speed is not reduced when Tank is in badly
damaged state. Heavy Armor. Resistance to machine gun. Soft skin, like Trucks. No resistance
to machine gun. No t to send MG IR code. To send MG IR code. Not limited. HL cannon code.
For HL IR battle. Repair code. For B ergepanzer application, damage count decreased by 1 when
this IR code is received, each repair needs 15s, no other vehicle can damage vehicle that is
under this mode. Machine Gun code. V ehicle with MG. VS tank Cannon code. Vehicle can not
be recovered from destroyed mode. Select settings on Page 1. TK board goes back to this page
after power on. Select settings on Page 2. Select settings on Page 3. Select settings on Page 4.
ESC Mode. PWM Mode. Li-Ion 2S 7. Li-Ion 3S Ni-Mh 8S 8. Li-Po 3S Engine sound module only
refer to CH1. Engine sound module only refer to CH1 and CH0. Version number.

